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Dear Representative Marie St. Fleur,

I am very pleased to present you with the Lilla G. Frederick Pilot Middle School 
Wireless Learning Master Plan. Through your leadership, the school is poised to open 
a remarkable new chapter as we strive to educate, engage and enrich the lives of our 
students and their families. An extraordinary team of staff, parents, board members, 
community partners and students has been engaged in a strategic planning process 
led by the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative over the winter and spring resulting 
in the following wireless learning “Master Plan.” Our plan provides a detailed project 
roadmap addressing a range of issues including project staffing and coordination, 
preparing the technical infrastructure, teacher development, curriculum alignment, 
laptop policies, parent outreach and methods to evaluate our success and report on our 
progress. 

Success will be measured by using an aggressive set of outcomes developed by 
our staff and leadership team. Over a four-year period, we expect Lilla G. Frederick 
Pilot Middle School to show that universal access to wireless laptops for students, 
teachers and school leaders will equip students with 21st century skills, propel student 
achievement forward, improve the professional practice of our teachers and enhance 
the organizational productivity of our school. We plan to engage the Technology and 
Assessment Study Collaborative at Boston College as our evaluation partner and expect 
that the Lilla G. Frederick Pilot Middle School findings will provide a “first in the nation 
assessment” of the impact of one-to-one wireless learning on a large urban middle 
school setting. 

Over the last several weeks, we arranged to have laptop vendors provide 
demonstration units for students and teachers in order to assess the potential impact 
of one-to-one learning on our students and faculty. As I visited these classes I was 
struck by the tremendous focus and engagement of our children as well as the 
remarkable work they created in such a short period of time. Their skills as organizers, 
as investigators, as researchers and as presenters were made evident by their work. 
They are quite brilliant and the technology clearly gave them an avenue to display 
their skill. I am more convinced than ever that this opportunity offers a significant 
advantage to our children. 

Based on our spring projects and the completion of our Master Plan, I am confident 
that we are fully prepared to embark on this journey and that Lilla G. Frederick 
Pilot Middle School will demonstrate to the city, the state and the nation the 
transformational impact of one-to-one learning on our students, our staff and our 
extended school community.

Debra Socia
Principal 
Lilla G. Frederick Pilot Middle School
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Introduction

One-to-One: A New Vision for Learning

The central challenge standing before educational leaders in this decade is to resolve 
the perceived conflict between equipping learners with 21st century skills and ensuring 
academic mastery as demonstrated by high stakes state assessments. While some argue 
this represents a battle between two divergent educational approaches, others on the 
leading edge of innovation believe there is another answer. A handful of pilots in the US 
and abroad are proving that anywhere/anytime access to information-age devices for ALL 
learners can transform teaching and learning and equip students with 21st century skills 
as enumerated by the Partnership for 21st Century Skills (http://www.21stcenturyskills.
org/) and the Massachusetts Special Commission on Instructional Technology (http://
www.state.ma.us/legis/reports/repindex.htm). What’s more, these projects are illustrating 
that in one-to-one learning environments (one computer per child and teacher), students 
are demonstrating a deep and enduring mastery of essential knowledge and skills at all 
grade levels. 

LGFPMS seeks to create a dynamic new partnership between the school and businesses, 
community organizations and higher education institutions in the metropolitan Boston 
area. The LGFPMS Wireless Learning Initiative intends to demonstrate that one-to-one 
computing can have a dramatic and measurable impact on student achievement and that 
through city-wide collaboration, a blueprint for the expansion of one-to-one learning in 
Boston can unfold in the coming years. 

The Master Plan Document

The LGFPMS Wireless Learning Master Plan presents a detailed roadmap that includes the 
rationale for anywhere/anytime wireless learning, the conditions required for success and 
the specific actions needed to implement the plan. Like any document, it is only as strong 
as those who seek to implement the plan and their capacity to evaluate success and make 
required adjustments en route. The Master Plan is a living document and the existing 
project leadership and staff workgroups are fully prepared to evolve the plan as they seek 
to realize the full potential of one-to-one wireless learning. 

The LGFPMS Master Plan includes the following four key sections:
PART I Project Background, Purpose and Planning Framework
Part II Vision, Goals and Outcomes
PART III Required Conditions for Success
PART IV  2006–2007 Implementation Objectives and Action Items

Part IV, provides specific action items and deliverables in the following areas:
1. Project Coordination, Administration, Leadership and Staffing 
2. IT: Hardware, Applications, Wireless Network and Related Infrastructure Assets
3. School Facilities (Electrical, Security and Facilities Management)
4. Curriculum Integration and Digital Content 
5. Professional Development 
6. Wireless Learning Policies and Procedures
7. Home/School Connection (LGFPMS Wireless@Home)
8. Funding, Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and Sustainability 
9. Marketing/Outreach 
10. Student Leadership 
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PART I: Project Background, Purpose and Planning Framework

About Lilla G. Frederick Pilot Middle School

The mission of Lilla G. Frederick Pilot Middle School (LGFPMS) is to provide students in 
grades six through eight with a rigorous academic curriculum within a stimulating and 
nurturing environment. The school serves the whole child—mind, body and spirit—as 
well as families and the community in which the children reside. Inquiry, exploration, 
experience, connections and hands-on learning all facilitate and complement the core 
academic curricula and support the school’s vision of developing life-long learners.

Lilla G. Frederick Pilot Middle School is a school in its third year that enrolls 720 
students. The school has set up a school-within-a-school model, with each student 
enrolled in one of four Academies. Each Academy has 180 students. There is a Principal 
for the whole school and an Academy Leader in each Academy. LGFPMS teachers 
participate in one week of professional development each summer and meet one 
additional day at the end of the school year. Students attend from 9:15 to 3:25 and 
teachers work from 9 to 4:55 two days per week and alternating Mondays. For more 
information about Lilla G. Frederick Pilot Middle School, please visit  
http://www.LGFPMS.org. 

About the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative 

Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (MTC) is an independent economic 
development agency chartered by the Commonwealth to serve as a catalyst for 
growing the state’s innovation economy. Working through its economic development 
arm—the John Adams Innovation Institute—MTC strives to improve Massachusetts 
competitive edge in the innovation economy. MTC is excited about the potential for 
wireless learning to improve the technology fluency and academic achievement of 
K–12 students throughout the Commonwealth. Having had experience overseeing 
one pilot initiative for wireless learning in Massachusetts, MTC was pleased to support 
Representative Marie St. Fleur’s request for a master plan for wireless learning for the 
Lilla G. Frederick Pilot Middle School.

The Master Plan: A Roadmap for Success 

The following Master Plan is the result of a seven-month strategic planning process 
facilitated by the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (http://www.masstech.org). 
Planning participants have included the Project Lead Team, a cross-functional steering 
committee comprised of staff, administrators, board members, community partners 
and parents as well as the Project Work Group, a staff working committee comprised 
of LGFPMS staff and members of the Office of Information and Instructional Technology 
(OIIT) from Boston Public Schools (BPS). The planning effort has been customized to 
address the unique teaching and learning needs of LGFPMS. It is anticipated that the 
Wireless Learning Plan will ensure that the investment of state dollars will advance 
the student achievement and related school improvement outcomes articulated by the 
board and administration. At the same time, the tools, processes and strategies used 
in this unique planning effort will be repurposed to form the foundation of a “Wireless 
Learning Toolkit” accessible to communities throughout the Commonwealth.
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Phase One: Plan Foundations

Project planning work during the period of December 2005 through February 2006 
provided for the foundation of the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Plan. These activities 
included:

School/Community Awareness Sessions: Eight formal public awareness sessions were 
held between November 7, 2005 and December 15, 2005, for this project period. 
Feedback from each of the sessions was overwhelmingly positive and suggests that the 
awareness outcomes were achieved.

Governance Committee: Working in concert with the building Principal and Board Chair, 
the project consultant provided a framework for identifying potential Project Lead Team 
members (similar in scope to a project steering committee). The current Project Lead 
Team includes representatives from the school, the community, higher education, BPS 
Central Office/OIIT and the business sector. 

Environmental Scan: The project consultant worked with a range of internal and 
external stakeholders in order to capture a current “environmental scan” of the school’s 
strengths and challenges across a diverse set of measures. These data were used 
by the governance committee to articulate core project outcomes in areas including 
student achievement, teacher performance and the fulfillment of school/organizational 
goals. 

Project Workgroup: The final milestone during this period of the project plan was 
the recruitment of LGFPMS staff to serve on the Project Workgroup. The Project 
Workgroup is responsible for developing many of the implementation structures 
and recommendations for the Wireless Learning Initiative. The staff workgroup(s) 
addresses all aspects of the wireless learning project including curriculum integration, 
staffing, professional development, facilities, technology, laptop policies, etc.

Phase Two: Plan Implementation Strategies

The second phase of the planning process was completed during the period of March 
and June 2006. This work included:

•	 Finalizing the project outcomes, including the use of wireless learning devices to 
support advances in student achievement, teacher/administrator performance and 
the attainment of school improvement goals

•	 Developing a DRAFT Request for Quotes to be used by the school as it seeks to 
secure a qualified technology vendor/partner 

•	 Framing recommendations in areas including, but not limited to, hardware, 
software, connectivity, curriculum integration, professional development, staffing, 
facilities management, laptop policies, home access/outreach and project 
evaluation

•	 Establishing cost centers, budget requirements and fundraising plans

Finally, the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Master Plan outlines a series of action items 
focused on the 2006–2007 academic year. The time lines set forth are designed to 
provide a roadmap for project staff and internal stakeholders as well as external 
project partners. 
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Part II: Vision, Goals and Outcomes

A New Vision for Learning: Our Essential Question

The development of the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Master Plan has focused on creating 
a purposeful response to the following question:

How can universal access to digital learning tools/environments for students, teachers 
and school leaders propel student achievement forward and transform what teaching 
and learning look like, in and out of the classroom, over the next three to five years? 

The Project Lead Team approved a comprehensive set of project goals on March 13, 
2006. They include:

Student Impact

•	 Academic Achievement 
c	 Increase academic achievement as measured by MCAS targets 

o	 Increase ELA proficiency by 15% (to 91%) in three years
o	 Increase Math/Science proficiency by 25% (to 55%) in three years
o	 Meet AYP for all students within three years

c	 Increase academic achievement as measured by local assessments 
o	 Formative “MCAS-like” assessments 
o	 Products/portfolios linked to Target Document outcomes and 

corresponding rubrics
o	 Grades
o	 Increase grade advancement rates by 5% (to 97%)

•	 Personal/Academic Productivity 
c	 Increase personal and academic productivity and demonstrate a connection 

between organizational skills and academic quality in areas including:
o	 Management of class assignments, homework, projects and tasks
o	 Planning and learning how to plan
o	 Digital learning contracts linking home, school and after-school activities 

•	 Media Literacy
c	 Ensure the mastery of the BPS Information/Media Literacy Standards by all 

students by the end of 8th grade 

•	 Information Technology Fluency
c	 Ensure the mastery of National Education Technology Standards by all 

students by the end of 8th grade

•	 Engagement
c	 Improve student engagement as evidenced by a reduction in tardiness and 

classroom discipline problems and an overall increase in student attendance 
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Teacher Impact

c	 Teachers use wireless learning technologies to:
o	 Diversify classroom practices in areas including instruction, 

assessment and classroom management in order to meet the student 
impact outcomes

o	 Create and manage digital curriculum assets including lessons, 
assessments and anchor sets of student work aligned with the school 
Target Documents

o	 Increase communication with students, parents and guardians
o	 Share data with colleagues about student achievement and goals
o	 Share data with colleagues about lessons and lesson planning
o	 Engage in collaborative lesson design, planning and development
o	 Advance professional growth and engage in online/distance learning 

opportunities to expand content knowledge and refine instructional 
practices

o	 Insure that all teachers reach the Advanced level on the 
Massachusetts Technology Self Assessment Tool (TSAT) within three 
years

Administrator Impact

c	 Teacher leaders and administrators use wireless learning technologies to: 
o	 Increase the Administration Team’s organization collaboration and 

leadership skills
o	 Improve the capacity of Academy Leaders to support teacher growth 

(conferencing, observation, data collection) and to improve formal 
and informal evaluations

o	 Ensure the mastery of the National Education Technology Standards 
for administrators for all central administration team members within 
three years

Institutional Impact

c	 The institution uses Wireless Learning Technologies to:
o	 Extend the learning environment beyond the traditional school day 

to include home access and expanded school hours for students and 
their families

o	 Expand internal and external stakeholder communication including 
web, print and e-mail outreach by the Academies

o	 Improve data driven and research-based decision making through 
the use of data warehousing and related tools and processes in all 
appropriate areas 

o	 Increase long-term teacher retention rates
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PART III: Required Conditions for Success

Organizing for Success: New Roles 
for District, Building and Teacher Leadership

The implementation of the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Plan will require new strategies 
and behaviors from district, building, academy and teacher leaders. At the district 
level, the Office of Instructional and Information Technology (OIIT) will need to work 
in concert with LGFPMS to assure viability of the network infrastructure, provide 
timely service level agreements on Boston Public Schools (BPS) technology assets, 
support the procurement process associated with the project and capture lessons 
learned that can inform the replication of one-to-one wireless learning across the city. 
At the building level, the Principal and Academy Leaders will need to adjust teacher 
observation and coaching regimens and use new tools/resources in order to enhance 
administrator collaboration and productivity. The Administration Team is currently 
working with teacher representatives regarding strategies and mechanisms to support 
an increased emphasis on 21st century skills and tools in the classroom. Finally, at 
the teacher level, LGFPMS staff will develop a wide range of new skills in order to 
shape curriculum and instructional practices designed to achieve the wireless learning 
outcomes set forth by the Project Lead Team. In addition, new staff positions including 
a full time integration specialist, two full time technology assistants and a part time 
wireless learning project coordinator will all be deployed during the 2006–2007 
academic year in order to support the project. 

The Professional Development Sequence

The implementation of one-to-one learning is one of the most substantive “change 
models” in the history of school reform. Everything about curriculum, instruction, 
assessment, classroom management and logistics is changed. While the potential 
to bring schools and teachers into a modern information-age “workplace” is 
remarkable, the need for carefully designed and executed professional development 
cannot be understated. Instructor-led sessions and institutes will serve as the 
foundation on which more sophisticated job-embedded professional development 
will rest. An overview of the professional development plan can be found in “Part IV: 
Implementation Objectives and Action Items”.

Initial project staff development will take place prior to the arrival of student laptops 
during the summer of 2006 in order to prepare teachers. The Wireless Learning 
Coordinator, Principal and Integration Specialist will work together to ensure the 
seamless delivery of professional development and follow-up activities during teacher 
planning sessions, early release days, school/district professional development days 
and other non-instructional time frames. 

The One-to-One Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment “Spectrum”

A review of both literature and practice in the growing one-to-one movement highlights 
the absence of commonly agreed upon strategies that can be seen as “best practices” 
in instruction or assessment. A key goal of the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Initiative is 
to define a “spectrum” of one-to-one instruction and assessment strategies that can be 
used to address specific areas of student performance. If successful, the “spectrum” 
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will map the connection between specific project outcomes and those one-to-one 
strategies that are most likely to help students, teachers and administrators master 
the knowledge and skills identified. The project leadership believes this will be a vital 
resource for the Commonwealth as districts seek to replicate the successes of early 
one-to-one pilot projects. 

A Partnership Approach

Opened in 2003, Lilla G. Frederick Pilot Middle School has established a range of vital 
partnerships including neighborhood, regional and national organizations. The role 
of existing partners, as well as the formation of new partnerships will be key to the 
successful implementation of the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Plan. The Gates, Barr, 
Peabody and Boston Foundations have all made substantial investments in the school 
during its early existence. While the ongoing support of philanthropic organizations 
will be essential, the school will also reach out to a range of Boston area social, civic, 
environmental and cultural organizations to provide authentic learning experiences 
in which student are able to use laptops and multimedia technologies to capture, 
document and share their work together. 

Evaluation: How will we know?

While the school and district have often tried to measure success internally against 
a range of benchmarks, LGFPMS has never formally recruited an external project 
evaluator for the overall building technology plan. In a break from this tradition, 
LGFPMS will engage a Project Evaluation Team from the Lynch School of Education 
at Boston College to provide measured feedback on an annual basis over a four-year 
period. It is the school’s hope that the project evaluation will shed light on two central 
questions:

•	 Has the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Initiative significantly impacted the student, 
staff, administration and institutional goals set forth in the project Master Plan?

•	 To what extent has the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Initiative contributed to the 
expansion of one-to-one learning at the city and state level? 

Funding the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Master Plan

Only two years ago, state investments in wireless learning were not a reality. Through 
the persistent efforts of school, community, business and legislative leaders, the 
Commonwealth has established a baseline of support as evidenced by the Berkshire 
Wireless Learning Initiative (www.bwli.org) and the New Boston Wireless Learning 
effort. Even with these allocations in place, the school and district will require a 
significantly larger resource pool in order to match the current state allocation and 
sustain the Wireless Learning Initiative at the middle school beyond the current four-
year project time line. The capacity to raise and manage dollars for the project is a 
major challenge facing school leaders and the Project Lead Team. 
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PART IV 2006–2007 Implementation Objectives and Action Items

The following section of the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Master Plan provides specific 
Implementation Objectives and Action Items that will be required to realize the vision, 
mission, goals and institutional framework identified in PARTS I–III of the plan by 
the end of the 2007 academic year. These benchmarks will be reviewed and revised 
monthly based on internal and external wireless program evaluation. 

1.	 Project	Coordination,	Administration,	Leadership	and	Staffing	Objectives

Purpose: To align staffing, roles, responsibilities and tasks required to achieve the 
LGFPMS Wireless Learning Project Outcomes

Leadership: 

1.1 Continue the model set forth during the planning phase in which the building 
Principal and Academy Leaders provide guidance and direction for all aspects of the 
initiative. 

1.2 Empower the Project Lead Team to make all programmatic, fiscal and related 
decisions regarding the Wireless Learning Initiative upon approval of the LGFPMS 
Wireless Learning Master Plan by the School Board. 

Staffing: 

1.3 Continue the model proposed during the planning phase in which existing staff 
(including the Lead Technician, Library Media Specialist, Technology Support Teachers 
and Lead Facilitators) serve as active participants on both the Project Lead Team and 
Project Work Group.

1.4 Fill new staff positions designed specifically to support the project including the 
Wireless Learning Project Coordinator (20 hours per week), Lead Facilitator (facilitator 
stipend), Integration Specialist (1 FTE) and Technology Assistants (1–2 FTE).

Coordination:

1.5 Continue the model proposed during the planning phase allowing for a steering and 
governance committee (Project Lead Team) and staff working committee (Project Work 
Group). 

1.6 Establish a Project Advisory Team to provide advice and counsel to the school and 
its leadership team during the implementation phase. The team should be comprised 
of key policy leaders from the Mayor’s Office, Boston Public Schools and the Legislative 
Delegation. The Project Advisory Team should meet on a quarterly basis. 

1.7 Establish quarterly meetings with the LGFPMS School Board in order to provide 
programmatic and fiscal updates on the Wireless Learning Initiative. 
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Project	Coordination,	Administration,	Leadership	and	Staffing	Action	Items
(SAMPLE)

Action Item Person(s) Responsible Projected Time Line

a. Review Project Coordination, Administration, Leadership and Staffing 
objectives with the LGFPMS School Board at the June Board Meeting.

Principal, WLC June 22, 2006

b. Develop job descriptions for new positions including the Lead Facilitator, 
Integration Specialist and Technology Assistants

Academy I Leader, WLC June 12, 2006

c. Post positions through BPS and other appropriate channels Academy I Leader June 14, 2006

d. Conduct interviews and select candidates Academy I Leader, WLC July 10, 2006

e. Develop summer meeting schedule for Project Lead Team and Project 
Work Group

Principal, WLC June 22, 2006

f. Identify participants and schedule the inaugural meeting for the Project 
Advisory Team

Principal, WLC September 15, 2006

g. Establish an annual calendar for all project groups including Project Lead 
Team, Project Work Group, Project Advisory Team and quarterly LGFPMS 
School Board updates

Principal, WLC, LFac August 1st and ongoing

(Person Responsible Code: WLC = Wireless Learning Coordinator, LTech = Lead Technician, 

LFac = Lead Facilitator, IS = Integration Specialist, Admin = Academy Leaders and Principal)

2. IT: Hardware, Applications, Wireless Network  
and Related Infrastructure Asset Objectives

Purpose: To deploy a robust series of hardware components and related assets 
including laptops, servers, network devices, wireless apparatus and asset management 
tools required to achieve the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Project outcomes.

Laptops:

2.1 Identify a technology vendor/partner and secure 825 laptops* (with support 
contracts) over a three-year period in order to supply every student and teacher with a 
laptop and to have a cache of spares to be used as back-up machines when dedicated 
laptops are being repaired.

2.2 Develop a student rollout schedule providing each grade level with laptops in 6–12 
month increments (all teacher laptops will be deployed as part of the first purchase 
order).

2.3 Provide access to laptops via mobile carts for students who do not receive 
dedicated student machines during the first two deployment cycles.

2.4 Assure that the selected vendor can account for substantive changes in operating 
system migrations and/or chip architecture as part of their proposed bid solution (e.g. 
providing Vista Premium Ready Machines on the Windows platform). 

2.5 Require the selected vendor to provide guaranteed battery replacements for the life 
of the project contract.

*See the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Request for Quotes (RFQ) for a detailed list of 
Laptop Bid Specifications
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Servers:

2.6 Secure server assets required to successfully implement 825 laptops in a ubiquitous 
wireless environment. These may include, but are not limited to, file servers, directory/
domain servers and application servers including LMS (Learning Managements 
System), SIMS (Student Information Management System), ePortfolio, remote desktop 
management, assessment tools and other networked applications that will advance the 
stated project goals.

Network and Wireless:

2.7 Encourage bidders to assess the status of the wireless infrastructure during the 
designated RFQ site visit in order to identify any interoperability issues with the proposed 
solution. Bidders should be encouraged to include recommendations regarding necessary 
adjustments to the current system in order to maximize the proposed deployment 
solution. Furthermore, bidders may choose to outline service level agreements to 
support the wireless infrastructure during the project cycle. 

Ongoing BPS Network Enhancements: 

2.8 Collaborate with OIIT in order to expedite a range of critical network enhancements 
including:

•	 Local authentication over wireless APs
•	 Increased inbound and outbound bandwidth (including a dedicated allocation for 

disaster recovery)
•	 Increased wireless coverage to support the entire physical plant under “full load”

Asset Management:

2.9 Provide the tools and applications required to remotely manage key hardware 
assets including laptops, servers, wireless access points and related infrastructure 
components. 

3. School Facilities (Electrical, Security and Facilities Management) 
Objectives

Purpose: To make necessary enhancements to the school’s physical plant, 
infrastructure and/or human processes required to assure the safety and proper 
functioning of all technology assets related to the Wireless Learning Initiative. 

Electrical: 

3.1 Provide adequate and regulated power supply for four charging stations (one per 
Academy) required to charge up to 180 laptops over a 10-hour period. 

3.2 Create a limited number of charging assets in each classroom to allow for up to 5 
students to charge laptops during class without making significant adjustments to the 
classroom set-up. 
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Facilities Management: 

3.3 Allow for the realignment of classroom space, computer labs and storage facilities 
in order to create a system in which students “checkout” their laptops each morning 
and return laptops at the end of the school day with minimum impact on traffic flow, 
passing times and staff monitoring requirements. 

Security:

3.4 Institute a range of updated security procedures and install security assets 
(cameras, monitoring equipment, keypad access devices) required to safeguard all 
technology assets related to the Wireless Learning Initiative. 

4. Curriculum Integration and Digital Content Objectives

Purpose: Create a robust digital curriculum index (using the Massachusetts Online 
Network for Education – MassONE) aligned to the school’s academic target documents 
and designed to support the academic achievement goals set forth in the LGFPMS 
Wireless Learning Master Plan. 

4.1 Establish a Wireless Learning Curriculum Work Group comprised of existing 
Curriculum Facilitators, Technology Support Teachers, the Wireless Learning Project 
Coordinator and Integration Specialist. 

4.2 Develop a web-based index of digital curriculum resources including websites (free 
and subscription-based), software and related applications aligned to the content area 
target documents.

4.3 Develop a web-based index of digital curriculum resources including websites (free 
and subscription-based), software and related applications in other academic areas 
including electives, English Language Learner and special education classes.

5. Professional Development Objectives

Purpose: Create a comprehensive and ongoing professional development system that 
will provide teachers, administrators, technicians and other staff with the skills and 
behaviors required to successfully implement all phases of the initiative. 

Professional Development Approach:

5.1 Develop a mix of professional development approaches in order to meet the needs 
of all learners in an anywhere/anytime model including:

•	 Traditional “instructor-led” courses
•	 Job-embedded coaching provided by the dedicated full time Integration Specialist
•	 Peer-to-peer lesson design, implementation and observation
•	 Synchronous and asynchronous online courses
•	 Asynchronous tutorials
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Professional Development Strands:

5.2 Develop professional learning opportunities in content strands including, but not 
limited to:

•	 Basic laptop operating system and applications
•	 Managing the one-to-one classroom
•	 One-to-one lesson design and courseware (LMS) management 
•	 Internet safety 
•	 Administrator/leadership series
•	 Vendor-based technician certification series

Professional Development Providers:

5.3 Develop partnerships with a range of professional development providers based on 
the learning needs of adults in the school community. Providers may include:

•	 Higher-ed partner
•	 Vendor and/or re-seller
•	 Boston Public Schools and other regional providers
 
6. Wireless Learning Policies and Procedures

Purpose: Establish and implement polices and procedures ensuring that all students, 
teachers, administrators and families understand (and adhere to) proper uses of 
laptops and all related Wireless Learning Initiative resources. 

6.1 Develop the following policy documents and provide related awareness sessions/
training for appropriate audiences: 

•	 School Use Laptop Guidelines: Outlines student and teacher acceptable use policy, 
general information about the laptop, how to care for the computer, Internet/e-mail 
and network guidelines

•	 Laptop Property Release for Teachers: Outlines teacher use policies and procedures 
for lost or damaged teacher machines

•	 Student Laptop Infraction Guidelines: Provides guidelines for teachers, students, 
parents and Academy Leaders regarding a range of consequences for inappropriate 
laptop use as outlined in the “School Use Laptop Guidelines”
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7. Home/School Connection Objectives (LGFPMS Wireless@Home)

Purpose: Create a system which will allow for students and parents (or their guardians) 
to access student information, assignments, tasks, communications and all other 
resources related to school laptop uses while at home.

7.1 Continue collaboration with the Mayor’s Office on the development of a full home 
access plan, which includes the following three key components:

•	 Technology Goes Home for all interested families
•	 Desktop hardware that meets the minimum specifications needed to leverage the 

school Learning Management System and functionally extend the school day
•	 Broadband Internet access via wired carriers and/or the emerging municipal 

wireless system 

7.2 Conduct a LGFPMS Wireless@Home grade level pilot aligned with the first laptop 
deployment.

7.3 Fully implement LGFPMS Wireless@Home in concert with the third laptop 
deployment at school.

8. Funding, Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and Sustainability Objectives

Purpose: Secure the required local funding commitments for the LGFPMS Wireless 
Learning Initiative and maintain an accurate accounting of TCO in order sustain the 
effort.

8.1 Produce adjusted TCO budget documents following the selection of a technology 
partner and provide good faith estimates regarding the replacement/refresh costs 
beginning in FY 2010.

8.2 Establish a fundraising and sustainability work-group including Project Lead Team, 
School Board, Boston Public Schools and Advisory Group representatives.

8.3 Enumerate fundraising benchmarks based on local “match requirements” outlined 
in the final legislative authorization. 

8.4 Develop a project refresh plan no later than FY 2008. 
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9. Marketing/Outreach Objectives

Purpose: Create a broad base of support for the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Initiative 
among all key stakeholders in the surrounding community and greater metropolitan 
Boston area.
 
9.1 Recruit a marketing and outreach work group including individuals with unique 
skills and access within the communications community. 

9.2 Establish a dynamic marketing plan (with supporting assets in a range of media 
formats) that will allow school staff and partners to illustrate the unique benefits, rate 
of investment and impacts associated with the LGFPMS Wireless Learning Initiative. 

9.3 Produce marketing plan assets including press kits and outreach presentation 
materials. 

9.4 Develop a comprehensive “prospects list” in conjunction with the fundraising work 
group and coordinate outreach/presentation efforts. 

10.  Student Leadership Objectives

Purpose: Design student leadership opportunities that take advantage of the 
technology-rich environment at LGFPMS in areas including laptop support/repair, 
multimedia design, basic networking and individualized student/teacher mentoring. 

10.1 Benchmark student leadership or “I-Teams” and identify best practice models to 
be used at LGFPMS.

10.2 Create a phased implementation plan for student leadership or “I-Teams” in areas 
including, but not limited to:

•	 Laptop support and repair
•	 Basic network and wireless support
•	 Multimedia production
•	 Instructional design and teaching support
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Massachusetts Technology Collaborative 
John Adams Innovation Institute 
 
Coordinator description for 1:1 Wireless Learning Initiative @ New Boston Middle 
School 
 
Project Coordinator 
MTC’s John Adams Innovation Institute seeks a consultant to immediately begin, on 
behalf of the New Boston Middle School in Dorchester, to develop a plan for the 
deployment and integration of personal computing devices (e.g., laptop computers) 
for 700 students.  The goal is to develop a conceptual plan, budget narrative and 
summary budget by September 1, 2005 in order to (1) support a deliberate process for 
the school and community to develop a vision and master plan; and, (2) begin 
identifying funding sources.  The consultant will be responsible for both tasks, and will 
receive extensive guidance and support from an Innovation Institute point person.   The 
position is expected to require approximately 20 hours per week, through January 1, 
2006, in order to produce these two deliverables.  The Innovation Institute seeks a 
consultant who can:  (1) facilitate a steering committee and various working groups; (2) 
produce successive iterations of conceptual plan and then a master plan based upon the 
work of committees; (3) utilize all existing resources to shape a budget narrative and 
master budget for the project; and, (3) act directly on behalf of the stakeholders while 
utilizing the expertise and resources represented by MTC’s involvement in the Berkshire 
Wireless Learning Initiative (BWLI) since November 2003.  The ideal candidate will be 
comfortable with computer technology, but there is no need for the individual to be an 
information technology expert.  The ideal candidate will be able to coordinate 
stakeholders (e.g., teachers, parents, community members, IT experts) towards 
consensus decisions and through milestone achievements, thus enabling community 
leaders every opportunity to rally the commitment and resources that will be needed in 
order to achieve a 1:1 program for the New Boston Middle School. 
  
Background 
Beginning in the fall of 2003, school leaders, business community leaders and public 
officials in the communities of Pittsfield and North Adams began developing an effort, 
based upon an extensive program in Maine, to provide every middle school child with a 
laptop computer.  At its inception this effort was focused on placing in the hands of 
teachers and students powerful, portable, wireless laptop computers for the purpose of 
rapidly accelerating the adoption of assistive learning technologies in four middle school 
buildings.  The highly desired outcomes include improved performance on standardized 
testing and more aggressive efforts to utilize information technology in the pursuit of 
investigative learning, critical thinking and improved communication skills.  The 
Berkshire Legislative delegation asked Berkshire Connect and the Massachusetts 
Technology Collaborative to shape and support a leadership committee.  A steering 
committee was formed and extensive planning followed in technology procurement, 
professional development, and the integration of wireless computing devices into the 
classroom.  The Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts was designated as the center for 
professional development while Berkshire Connect has served as the project 
coordinator.  The Berkshire Chamber of Commerce and the CEO Roundtable committed 
itself to a fundraising program.  MTC, acting on behalf of the Commonwealth, has held 
$2M of state funds designated for this effort.  MTC is represented on the Steering 
Committee and has provided extensive project development support.  The Berkshire 
Wireless Learning Initiative (BWLI) Steering Committee has adopted a $5.4M plan to roll 



out 2,305 computing devices in four middle schools over the next three years. The plan 
includes professional development and the wireless infrastructure for the schools.  Apple 
Computer was selected as the technology vendor through a competitive solicitation and 
has been awarded a $3.5M contract.  Based upon legislative requirements and the BWLI 
master plan, MTC holds $1.4M of state funds for the purchase of technology.  Funds can 
only be released when BWLI partners can substantiate $2 of local investment for every 
$1 of state funds.  The first purchase order has been placed, teachers will begin 
receiving machines this summer, incoming 7th graders will receive machines in 
September, and two cohorts of 6th graders will receive machines in January 2006 and 
September 2006.  Students will be able to take the machines home throughout the 
school year.  The entire program is modeled after an effort in Maine where over 40,000 
laptop computers have been distributed.  MTC’s Innovation Institute has been engaged 
in this effort since its inception and has full access to the people and products that led to 
a release of state monies by the MTC Board of Directors in May, 2006.  All of this rich 
experience will be used in support of the New Boston Middle School. 
 
For additional information please contact Bill Ennen at MTC’s John Adams Innovation 
Institute.  He can be reached via email:  bennen@masstech.org 
 



 

NBPMS Board Meeting 
December 19, 2005 
Draft Laptop Initiative Motions 
 
Motion # 1 – Project Lead Team 
 
Move to establish the NBPMS Laptop Initiative Project Lead Team.  The Project Lead 
Team will be responsible for making key governance decisions regarding all aspects 
the laptop initiative.  The team is comprised of NBPMS school leaders, staff, board 
members and key community partners.  The Project Lead Team will meet monthly 
during the 2005-2006 academic year for 1.5 to 2 hrs following a closely scripted 
agenda with measurable action items to be facilitated by the Project Coordinator.  
Additional meetings may be scheduled on an as needed basis.  The Project 
Coordinator and Board Representatives will provide regular updates and seek final 
approval by the NBPMS Board for the budget and project narrative for the Laptop 
Initiative.  
 
Motion # 2 – Project Lead Team Members 
 
Move to appoint the following individuals to the NBPMS Laptop Initiative Project Lead 
Team: 
 
School 
Deb Socia - Principal 
Jackie Ismeus – TST/Lead Technician 
Jermaine Newman – TST/Math Teacher 
 
Board 
Bob Kilkenny 
Michael Kozu 
 
Boston Public Schools 
Kim Rice – BPS CIO 
 
Higher Ed 
Isa Zimmerman – Lesley University  
 
Business Partner 
TBD  
 
Community 
Pastor Eva Clark 
 
Parent 
Sandra Williams 
 
Ex-Officio 
Bill Ennen (Massachusetts Technology Collaborative) 
 
Project Coordinator  
Matt Mervis 
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I. Introduction 

  A) Summary 

Pursuant to a pilot project being developed in Dorchester, Massachusetts, the 
Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (MTC) seeks to assist New Boston Pilot Middle 
School (NBPMS) and Boston Public Schools (BPS) obtain quotes for services and equipment.  
We seek to utilize the current contracts you have with the Occupational Services Division of 
the Commonwealth as a means of providing the district with the opportunity to contract 
with you in the future based on the quote you will provide in response to this Request for 
Quotes (RFQ).   
 
MTC’s participation in the procurement process underlying this RFQ is solely as a 
facilitator between the school, the district (Boston Public Schools), equipment 
vendors and state contracting authorities.  MTC’s participation in the RFQ does not 
render it a party to any contract, nor will MTC be a party to any contracts or incur 
any liability under any contracts for commodities or services entered into as a 
result of this RFQ.  Rather, at the conclusion of the RFQ process and upon 
evaluation of responses, a vendor or vendors will be selected and contracts will be 
entered into between the vendor or vendors and Operational Services Division.   
 

  B) Background on MTC 

MTC is an independent economic development agency chartered by the Commonwealth to 
serve as a catalyst for growing the state’s innovation economy.  MTC brings together 
leaders from industry, academia, and government to advance technology-based solutions 
that lead to economic growth and a cleaner environment in Massachusetts.  MTC energizes 
emerging markets in the high-tech sector by filling gaps in the marketplace, connecting key 
stakeholders, expanding broadband services, conducting critical economic analysis, and 
providing access to intellectual and financial capital.  For additional information about MTC 
and its programs and initiatives, please visit our website at www.masstech.org. 

II. Overview of Wireless Learning Initiative, New Boston Pilot Middle School Pilot 
Program 
 
A) Master Plan Overview 
 
A Pilot Program is being developed at New Boston Pilot Middle School in Dorchester, 
Massachusetts to explore the impact of introducing one-to-one wireless computer devices in 
areas including student achievement, teacher practice, administrator leadership and overall 
school effectiveness.    
 
The parameters of this RFQ are aligned to the Project Master Plan.  The plan has been 
coordinated by the Project Lead Team, a cross functional steering committee comprised of 
staff, administrators, board members, community partners and parents as well as the 
Project Work Group, a staff working committee comprised of NBPMS staff and members of 
the Office of Information and Instructional Technology from Boston Public Schools.   
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The Master Plan addresses the following items: 
 
1. Project Goals, Objectives and Action Items 
2. Project Coordination, Administration, Leadership and Staffing 
3. IT: Hardware, Applications, Wireless Network and Related Infrastructure Assets 
4. School Facilities (Electrical, Security and Facilities Management) 
5. Professional Development 
6. Curriculum Integration and Digital Content 
7. Wireless Learning Policies and Procedures 
8. Extending the Learning Environment & Family Engagement 
9. Student Leadership & Student I-Teams 
10. Funding and Total Cost of Ownership 
11. Marketing/Outreach 
12. Community Partnerships 
13. Project Evaluation 
 
This Pilot Program is testing out a model that is of great interest throughout the rest of 
Massachusetts and in other states.  The Special Commission on Educational Technology, a 
statewide task force, has issued a report recommending that one-to-one computing be 
implemented throughout Massachusetts in a phased approach.  The report is available 
online at http://www.state.ma.us/legis/reports/repindex.htm.   Legislation is being 
developed that would provide funding for programs throughout the state.   
 
B) Project Goals and Vision 
 
A New Vision for Learning – Our Essential Question 
 
The development of the NBPMS Wireless Learning Master Plan has focused on creating a 
purposeful response to the following question: 
 
How can universal access to digital learning tools/environments for students, teachers and 
school leaders propel student achievement goals forward and transform what teaching and 
learning looks like in and out of the classroom over the next 3 years?  
 
A comprehensive set of project goals were approved by the Project Lead Team on March 13, 
2006.  They include: 
 
Student Impact 
 

 Academic achievement  
 

 Increase academic achievement as measured by MCAS targets  
o Increase ELA proficiency by 15% (to 91%) in three years 
o Increase Math/Science proficiency by 25% (to 55%) in three years 
o Meet AYP for all students within three years 
 

 Increase academic achievement as measured by local assessments  
o Formative “MCAS like” assessments (using Galileo)  
o Products/portfolios linked to Target Document outcomes and corresponding 

rubrics 
o Grades 
o Increase grade advancement rates by 5% (to 97%) 
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 Personal/Academic Productivity  
 

 Increase personal and academic productivity and demonstrate a connection between 
organizational skills and academic quality in areas including 

o Management of class assignments, homework, projects and tasks 
o Planning and learning how to plan 
o Digital learning contracts linking home, school and after school activities  

 
 Media Literacy 

 
 Insure the mastery of the BPS Information/Media Literacy Standards for all students 

by the end of 8th grade.  
 

 Information Technology Fluency 
 

 Insure the mastery of NETS (National Education Technology Standards) for all 
students by the end of 8th grade.  

 
 Engagement 

 
 Improve student engagement as evidenced by a reduction in tardiness, a reduction 

in classroom discipline problems and an overall increase in student attendance   
 
 
Teacher Impact 
 

 Teachers’ use of Wireless Learning Technologies 
o Diversify classroom practices in areas including instruction, assessment and 

classroom management in order to meet the student impact outcomes 
o Create and manage digital curriculum assets including lessons, assessments 

and anchor sets of student work aligned with the school Target Documents 
o Increase communication with students, parents and guardians 
o Share data with colleagues about student achievement and goals 
o Share data with colleagues about lessons and lesson planning 
o Engage in collaborative lesson design, planning and development 
o Advance professional growth and engage in online/distance learning 

opportunities to expand content knowledge and refine instructional practices  
o Insure that all teachers reach the Advanced level on the Massachusetts 

Technology Self Assessment Tool (TSAT) within three years 
 
Administrator Impact 
 

 Teacher Leaders’ and Administrators’ use of Wireless Learning Technologies  
o Increase the administrative team’s organization collaboration and leadership 

skills 
o Improve the capacity of academy leaders to support teacher growth 

(conferencing, observation, data collection) and to improve formal and 
informal evaluations 

o Insure the mastery of the National Education Technology Standards for 
Administrators for all central administration team members within three years 
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Institutional Impact 
 

 The institution’s use of Wireless Learning Technologies  
o Extend the learning environment beyond the traditional school day to include 

home access and expanded school hours for students and their families 
o Expand internal and external stakeholder communication including web, print 

and email outreach by the Academies 
o Improve data driven and research-based decision making through the use of 

data warehousing and related tools and processes in all appropriate areas  
o Increase long term teacher retention rates 

 
C) Project Goals and the RFQ 
 
The NBPMS Wireless Learning Project Goals should serve as a key guidepost for qualified 
vendors shaping the focus, framework and details of the RFQ response.  Alignment between 
the proposed project goals and RFQ response will be a key criterion used to measure the 
effectiveness of each proposal.    

III. Overview of Procurement 

  A) Scope of Procurement  

 
Through Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (MTC) and this bid proposal, New 
Boston Pilot Middle School will invest in one-to-one laptop equipment and supporting 
infrastructure assets to be used by middle school students (sixth, seventh, and eighth 
grades), teachers, staff, academy leaders and building administrators in a ubiquitous 
wireless school environment.  Each incoming sixth grade class will receive the laptops 
with the expectation of using them for three years.  In order to secure this vision, MTC 
intends to facilitate procurement by the school and district for the following services: 
 
1.  Laptops with suitable basic applications for students, teachers, staff, academy 

leaders and building administrators at New Boston Pilot Middle School.  The total 
number of laptops needed during the three-year program is approximately 825 
although MTC reserves the right to adjust the actual number based on actual 
enrollment figures.  

 
2.  Server assets including, but not limited to, file, directory and application servers.  
 
3.  Software as specified.  
 
4.  Network connectivity and infrastructure required to modify the existing wireless. 
 
5.  Local network and access.  
 
6.  Peripheral items.  
 
7.  Training for technical staff. 
 
8.  Support and maintenance. 
 
9.  Other requirements as described in scope of work. 
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The successful bidder chosen by the review team will work directly with the school and 
district on the specific number of machines needed, delivery dates, technical service 
needs, and installation requirements under direct contract with NBPMS and BPS.   

   B) Eligibility to Apply 
 
This RFQ is open to all vendors who are prequalified through state contracts ITC04 and 
ITC05: Information Technology - PC Desktop, Peripherals and Services will apply.  In 
addition, eligible vendors must be prequalified to provide leases through ITC02.  In addition, 
vendors who are qualified through ITC04, ITC05 or ITC16 may apply in partnership with one 
of the leasing vendors qualified under ITC02.  These contracts can be viewed at 
http://mass.gov/osd.     

  C) Basic Guidelines for This Request for Quotes 

 
The proposal shall be evaluated in accordance with the evaluation criteria set forth in this 
Request for Quotes (RFQ). Contract(s) shall be entered into with the school or school district 
and the responsible vendor whose quote(s) is determined to be the best value for the 
school, taking into account all of the evaluation factors set forth in this RFQ. It is anticipated 
that the Review Team will select several finalists and perform site visits to conduct the Test 
and Evaluation part of the selection process. 
 
The Review Team reserves the right to reject any and all proposals submitted in response to 
this RFQ.  Furthermore, the Review Team reserves the right to terminate the RFQ process 
and issue a new RFQ at a later date.   
 
The format of the proposals must be as follows: 

 Proposals must include all of the forms in Appendix A and no more than 25 additional 
pages of narrative and attachments. 

 The size of the typeface must be at least 11.  
 One-inch margins must be used on the top, bottom, and sides of the document. 

  D) Procurement Timetable 

 
The dates of the key events below are shared on our best estimates. However, we reserve 
the right to adjust the dates as necessary. All potential bidders who have received a copy of 
the RFQ from the RFQ Administrator will be notified in writing of any changes. All dates and 
times are local to Massachusetts. 
 
Event Date 
Release of RFQ Insert Date 
School open for surveying Insert Date 
Letter of intent due to MTC Insert Date 
Deadline for Vendor Questions Insert Date 
Response to Vendor Questions* Insert Date 
Final Proposals Due Insert Date 
Decisions Announced Insert Date 
Expected Project Start Date Insert Date 
*We will respond to the best of our ability. 
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  E) School Surveying 
  
New Boston Pilot Middle School will be open for on-site surveying on insert dates.  The 
purpose of these days will be to provide an opportunity for vendors to obtain information 
needed to respond RFQ items including network connectivity, wireless infrastructure, and 
local network access.  Questions about any other topic should be submitted in writing 
following the instructions in Section F, Communications with MTC.   
 
On these dates, vendors will be given tours and provided with written floor plans that show 
classrooms and network closet locations.  They will also be given a tour of sample 
classrooms and network closets.   
 
The school will be available for surveying at the following dates and times.  Vendors should 
report to the main office of the school building at least 15 minutes prior to the beginning of 
the designated time slot.  Vendors who are unable to attend may request copies of the 
written floor plans from MTC.   
 
Insert schedule, address, phone and directions 

  F) Letter of Intent 
 
A non-binding letter of intent is requested by insert date.  The letter should be submitted by 
mail, email, or fax to Kevin Paulsen, Massachusetts Technology Collaborative, 75 North 
Drive, Westborough, MA  01581-3340, Email:  Paulsen@masstech.org, Fax:  508-898-
9226. 

  G) Communications with MTC 
 
From the date of issue of this RFQ and until a determination is announced regarding 
the selection of a provider, all contact (except that made pursuant to any pre-existing 
obligation) with personnel employed by or contracted to any parties participating in the 
pilot management or oversight is prohibited. Violation of this provision may result in 
disqualification of the bidder’s proposal. 
 
Bidders are advised that only members of the MTC’s selection committee meeting in 
their official capacity can clarify issues or render any opinion regarding the RFQ. No 
individual representative of the school or member of the selection committee is 
empowered to make binding statements regarding this RFQ. MTC will issue any 
clarifications regarding the RFQ in writing. 
 
Any question regarding the meaning of any RFQ provision must be submitted in writing 
to MTC by insert date. The preferred method for submitting questions is by e-mail 
although they may also be transmitted via fax. Regardless of the method chosen, all 
questions must be sent to the attention of MTC and clearly marked “NBPMS Wireless 
Learning Initiative” either (a) in the title, subject or other pertinent area (e-mail), or 
(b) on a cover sheet clearly indicating the number of pages transmitted by fax. MTC 
assumes no liability for ensuring accurate/complete e-mail or fax transmission/receipt 
and will not acknowledge receipt except by addressing the questions received. 
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Under no circumstances will questions be entertained except in writing.  
Telephone calls are strictly prohibited and will not be taken. 
 
As appropriate, MTC will respond in writing to questions received. Similar questions 
may be consolidated. Only those answers issued in writing will be considered binding. 
Any information given to bidders concerning the RFQ, including written questions and 
answers, will be posted on the MTC web site for which a link will be provided. 
 
All communication should be sent to Kevin Paulsen, Massachusetts Technology 
Collaborative, 75 North Drive, Westborough, MA  01581-3340, Email:  
Paulsen@masstech.org, Fax:508- 898-9226. 

  H) Proposal Deadline 
 
Bidders must submit the original proposal plus eight (8) copies so that it is received no later 
than insert date and time to:  Kevin Paulsen, Massachusetts Technology Collaborative, 75 
North Drive, Westborough, MA  01581-3340.  Faxed or emailed proposals will not be 
accepted.  Late proposals will be returned to the bidder.    

IV. Evaluation of Proposals 

  A) Evaluation Process and Scoring 
A selection committee comprised of members of the Project Lead Team and Project 
Work Group, possibly with the assistance of subcommittees or subject area advisors, 
will evaluate the proposals. The selection of a provider will be based on considerations 
from all phases of the evaluation process. Where items do not lend themselves to a 
strict numerical evaluation, a subjective rating based on the collective opinion and 
experience of the selection committee or subcommittee will be used. 
 
An initial screening process will determine which proposals meet the mandatory 
proposal submission requirements of this RFQ. Proposals not meeting these 
requirements may be rejected.  
 
Those proposals that pass the initial screening will be evaluated on their abilities to 
meet the requirements identified in this RFQ in an effective, efficient, cost-effective 
manner. Costs are to be an accurate representation of any and all goods and/or 
services to be provided.  
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A summary table of the evaluation areas follows.  Points may be allocated for each 
evaluation area at the discretion of the review team. 
 
 

Evaluation Area 
Technical Proposal (includes laptops, infrastructure assets, 
software, training and related professional services) 
 
Bidder Experience & Qualifications  
 
Alignment of Proposal Deliverables with Project Goals (see 
Section II B) 
 

Bid Price and Supporting Detail Proposal 

 

  B) Bid Price and Supporting Detail Proposal Evaluation 
The selection committee will evaluate the bidder’s cost form provided in Appendix A4.   
 
Each proposal must provide specific details for three-year leases versus outright 
purchase of laptop and services.  In addition, bidders should describe company 
available financing options or third party financing associated with the company.  Each 
bidder must also state what, if any, buy back option there is for leased equipment. 
 
MTC will facilitate determination of the type of agreement most advantageous from a 
cost standpoint in the negotiation of the agreement with the winning bidder. 
 

NOTE:  A funding cap of $920,700 has been established for this RFQ.  Bids 
which exceed the funding cap will receive a less favorable evaluation.  The cap 

is inclusive of all project deliverables. 

  C) Finalist(s) Selection 
 
Based on the evaluation and scoring of each bidder, MTC may either: 
 
1.  Select finalists for further evaluation at the Test and Evaluation stage. MTC 

reserves the right to select the number of bidders that will be designated as 
finalists;  

 
2.  Advance directly to the final evaluation stage if, in the judgment of the selection 

committee, there is a clear winner after the Proposals have been evaluated; or 
 
3.  Terminate the RFQ process if no bidder meets the evaluation criteria within the 

funding ceiling as determined by the selection committee.  
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  D) Test and Evaluation 
 
One or more bidders who are designated as finalist(s) may be required to: 
 
1.  Provide a live demonstration of its proposed solution, preferably in an educational 

setting, and/or;  
 
2.  Make its solution available to a MTC-designated team who will conduct a series of 

hands-on tests to evaluate functional capabilities as they pertain to the goals of 
this RFQ. 

E) Final Evaluation 

 
The bidder who, in the selection committee’s role to exercise discretion, achieves the 
highest combined rating, that is the proposal that reflects the best value offer to the 
participating school, will be awarded the contract subject to successful negotiations 
and required approvals. 

V. Scope of Work 

 
This Section represents the specifications and requirements for the New Boston Pilot 
Middle School Wireless Initiative. It also includes the information to be supplied by the 
bidder as part of its response to this proposal. Failure of the bidder to provide the 
required information as specified in each of the categories below may result in the 
bidder’s proposal not achieving its maximum scoring potential during the evaluation 
process. 
 
The appropriate response to some requirements may simply be for the bidder to 
acknowledge and agree to comply fully with the requirement. 
 
Each bidder must also specify, describe and clarify its proposal’s characteristics and 
strengths as well as any weaknesses or limiting factors. 

  A) Detailed Scope of Work 

1. Laptops and Peripherals 
 
a. Laptop Requirements – Please note that all equipment must be new 

(see Appendix A2 for laptop minimum specifications) 
 
b. Communications – The laptop will have a modem card, an Ethernet card, and 

wireless connectivity (or equivalent capability). The bidder must describe its 
connectivity solution in detail. 

 
c. Size, Weight and Carrying Case – The laptop will be able to be carried conveniently 

and easily by students and teachers via a provided carrying case. The laptop should 
be lightweight. MTC would prefer to see a device and all its components weighing 
five pounds or less.  
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d. Durability – The laptop must be highly durable and withstand reasonable and 

normal daily use by students. It is desirable that the laptop be durable enough to 
withstand occasional mishaps, and resist hazards such as dust, dirt and spills – and 
still function. It shall also have parts that cannot be easily removed, tampered with, 
or broken. 

 
e. Power and Battery – The laptop will have a battery(s) that will allow it to be used 

throughout a standard school day without being recharged.  The bidder must 
specify the recharge time, electrical load, battery life, replacement costs, and other 
relevant electrical specifications of its solution.  The bid solution should be designed 
to minimize necessary costs of building preparation in terms of adding electrical 
receptacles or additional power to classrooms. The proposed solution should 
respect the limited electrical power capacity within the school and classroom 
environment.  The will agree to supply replacement batteries as needed for the 
duration of this three-year Berkshire Pilot Program for no additional cost. 

 
f. Keyboard and Touch Pad– The laptop will have a built-in full sized keyboard and an 

integrated solid-state touch pad. 
 
g. Display and Video – The laptop will have a color LCD screen of sufficient size with 

good resolution and a minimum screen size of approximately 12.1 inches or 
greater. Laptop should be able to connect to an external video source. 

 
h. Audio – The laptop will have built-in audio capabilities, including a microphone, 

built-in speakers with volume control, and audio-out capability, which can be used 
within the classroom setting such that it is not disruptive to others. 

 
i. Peripheral Connections – The laptop may have additional ports but must have at 

least two USB and one firewire 400 port (IEEE standard) for attachment of external 
devices. The laptop should also have a video-out port. 

 
j. Boot Time – A laptop that starts and is ready for use quickly is highly desirable. The 

bidder must specify the boot/start time for its laptop. 
 
k. Upgrades – The bidder will specify the process for upgrading bundled software, 

operating system and/or chip architecture during the three year deployment cycle.   
 
l. Ergonomics – The system and design will be one which can be used efficiently and 

comfortably with a minimum amount of fatigue or adverse physical effects. The 
bidder must specify what ergonomic standards or guidelines it has adopted in its 
proposed design. 
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m. Accessibility and Universal Design for Learning– Vendors must ensure that:  1) the systems 

are compatible with assistive technologies used by people with disabilities; 2) the 
operating system can accommodate a wide range of users’ needs and preferences; 3) all 
students and staff are able to fully navigate using keystrokes alone, without a mouse; 
and 4) equipment must accommodate screen reading technology and voice recognition 
software.   

 
n. It is the intent to purchase hardware and software which provide the highest 

degree of accessibility to all users, including users who may have an impairment 
that interferes with the use of the laptop, including but not limited to visual, 
hearing, and physical impairments. The solution will demonstrate goodwill toward 
implementation and integration of “accessibility features” for teachers, students 
and any other users with disabilities.  There must not be a need for complex and 
expensive adaptation and/or specialized design later to meet the needs of users. 
The design should communicate necessary information in as many different forms 
as possible (e.g., verbal, auditory, tactile, pictorial) to accommodate needs. It 
should be of appropriate size and should be operable in at least one mode for those 
with limited hand, arm, leg or trunk strength, flexibility and range of motion. Space 
should be provided for approach, reach, manipulation and use regardless of a user’s 
body size, posture or mobility.   The bidder must describe to what extent its 
proposed solution satisfies this requirement. This should include a description of 
whether and how the laptop provides (1) the capability of connecting any assistive 
devices for people with visual impairments; (2) the capability of connecting 
assistive devices for people with hearing impairments; and (3) the capability of 
being adapted for people with physical or other impairments. 

 
o. Disposal – In the event of a lease option, the Provider will ensure that no laptops or 

materials supplied are disposed of improperly. The Provider will ensure that 
associated hazardous constituents are kept out of solid waste and wastewater. 
Examples of possible hazardous constituents are: printed circuit boards, nickel 
cadmium batteries, and mercury-containing lamps for screen illumination. 

 
p. Manuals -- Vendor must supply all manuals for hardware and related products in 

either printed or electronic media format.   

2. Software and Function  

 
a. Operating System Software – The installed operating system should have a built-in 

graphical user interface.  It should be capable of multi-processing, multi-tasking 
and have a protected memory space.  

 
b. Application Software – The solution must provide students and teachers with software to 

facilitate, at a minimum, the following functions: word processing, spreadsheet, database, 
presentations, audio/video authoring, web development, and Internet browsing with the 
ability to access and utilize multi-media capabilities (e.g., streaming audio, streaming 
video, java scripting, etc.). While the Provider is not required to provide educational 
content, each bidder must identify all of its application software and describe how it will 
support the NBPMS Wireless Learning Project Goals outlined in Section II B.   
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c. Stand-alone – The laptop must be able to function in a stand-alone mode sufficient to 

enable the user to perform basic functions (e.g., word processing, spreadsheets) without 
requiring network access. The bidder must describe the differences, if any, in the function 
of the laptop when it is network-connected versus when it is in stand-alone mode. 

 
d. Software Updating – The laptop will be able to be updated from a central location (e.g., 

via “push” technology) rather than each laptop separately and manually. 
 
3. Servers 
 
The proposed solution should outline server assets required to successfully implement 825 
laptops in a ubiquitous wireless environment.  These may include, but are not limited to, file 
servers, directory/domain servers and application servers including LMS (Learning 
Managements System), SIMS (Student Information Management System), ePortfolio, 
assessment tools and other networked applications that will advance the stated project goals.   

3. Peripheral Items  
 
Peripheral items that must be included in the bid are the following (see Appendix A2, 
Section 3, for detailed specifications) 

 Mobile laptop carts 
 Projection systems and “Smart Boards” 
 FireWire drives 

4. Network Connectivity and Infrastructure 

 
NBPMS currently operates using an engineered wireless infrastructure installed and supported 
by Boston Public Schools.  Bidders are encouraged to assess the status of the wireless 
infrastructure during the designated site visit in order to identify any interoperability issues 
with the proposed solution.  Bidders are encouraged to include recommendations regarding 
necessary adjustments to the current system in order to maximize the proposed deployment 
solution.  Furthermore, bidders may choose to outline service level agreements to support the 
wireless infrastructure during the three-year project cycle.   

 

Building Readiness – NBPMS will be responsible to ensure minimum building readiness for 
the installation of the bid solution. The school shall address structural issues, construction/ 
renovation, abatement, and electrical wiring needs, based on specifications supplied by the 
Provider. The bid solution should be designed to minimize necessary costs of building 
preparation. 

5. Local Network and Access 

 
These network access services will include as a minimum: 

a. Wireless Coverage - The coverage must ensure that all potential instructional areas of the 
school and school grounds can function wirelessly. Students will remain connected to the 
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school’s wireless LAN as they move around within the various rooms and areas. To the extent 
necessary, a site survey should be performed to optimize the school’s coverage area.  

The laptops will access a wireless LAN including network, switch, servers, access points, and 
associated hardware to provide a robust network environment for the student and teacher 
laptops. This includes access from the school environment via the wireless network to the 
server and the services it provides, including access to shared applications and files. The 
proposed servers are presumed to be best located behind the BPS firewall either at the school 
or a BPS collocation facility, but the bidder may propose an alternate server location if it is a 
better solution. 
 
Additional access points, wiring, electrical and equipment (if necessary) will also be provided 
as a local school option. Each bidder must describe its solution’s capabilities as well as its 
limitations (e.g., interference susceptibility, distance and object penetration), including what 
wireless industry standards (e.g., 802.11b, 802.11a, 802.11g, etc.) are employed in the 
solution. 
 
b. Wireless Bandwidth – For the wireless solution to be effective, sufficient and necessary 

bandwidth must be included. The solution must not only include sufficient aggregate 
bandwidth but must also be capable of being customized for varying needs within a 
school. For example, a concentration of physical classrooms within a school may require 
additional access points or faster speeds, or both, within that area. Each bidder must 
specify and describe the capability and flexibility of its solution.  

 
c. Internet Access – Access to the Internet is to be provided via BPS. The Provider will 

ensure that its solution works with the school’s connection, and the Provider will work 
with BPS to identify appropriate bandwidth and network infrastructure as needed. 
Internet content filtering, such as required by C.I.P.A. federal law, will be the ISP’s and the 
district’s responsibility, not the Provider’s. The Provider shall, to the extent feasible, 
consult and advise on the availability of cost effective measures for Internet content 
filtering. 

 
d. Existing School Networks – The solution will provide wireless access for the laptops to the 

school’s existing network.  
 
e. Growth – Suitable network architecture must be provided to allow for growth in the 

wireless network infrastructure if the population of the school increases. 
 
f. Print Services – The laptops must be able to utilize a school’s existing networked printers. 

NBPMS may choose to acquire and install additional networked laser workgroup printers 
from the Provider’s optional schedules or another vendor. 

6. Training, Curriculum Integration, and Consultation 

 
a. Professional Development Training - The bidder may propose an appropriate level of 

professional development training on the solution, its local support requirements, and its 
applications for teachers, school administrative staff, and technical support personnel.  
Through the implementation of the project master plan, NBPMS will provide a rigorous 
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program of ongoing professional development through higher-education partners and 
other professional development providers.   

 
 
 
b. Ongoing Services by Provider - Bidders may provide a full description of their interest in, 

capacity for, and approach to providing additional ongoing resources, consultation, or 
support for teaching and learning.  These resources might include experts in the field of 
educational technology and access to research data and results in educational technology. 
The bidder should describe the full potential for curriculum integration and system 
capabilities within the application of the proposed wireless network in the educational 
setting; describe how it would assist the school in identifying and achieving their desired 
project outcomes; and describe the bidder’s experience in maximizing student 
achievement with wireless networks in one-to-one educational settings. 

 
Any resources, consultation, or other services described by the bidder must be fully adaptable 
and customizable to future statewide implementation.  

7. Support and Maintenance 

 
The vendor must provide on-going support to the school for the duration of the agreement. 
Since the cost is to cover deploying and supporting the solution, each bidder must factor into 
its price a full support package. The components of such a full support package must include 
those components necessary to assure the Performance and Quality specifications are met 
continuously and the solution is sufficiently supported at all times. The support package must 
include, but is not limited to: Help Desk, repair; preventative maintenance; licensing; fixes 
and updates for software, firmware, and microcode. Bidders may need to include warranty, 
spares, and other items. 
 
Help Desk or Support Center service must be available via 1-800 type access that includes 
staffing, tools and processes to meet the school’s support requirements.  A system of 
dispatching, tracking, priority setting, reporting and escalation must be in place to ensure 
timely and satisfactory response and resolution. NBPMS will have a dedicated coordinator for 
all technical issues, so as to ensure timely responses and consistent support.   
 
The vendor will fully describe the process and plan to be utilized whenever a break/fix event 
occurs within the school’s computing environment. This will cover the entire process of 
repairing or replacing a laptop or any part of the solution infrastructure. The infrastructure will 
be defined as switches, servers, LAN devices, remote access devices or any other equipment 
provided by the vendor. 
 
As part of its solution reliability strategy, the vendor may provide spare laptops or other spare 
equipment, to be housed at the local school and configured to the school’s specifications for use, 
while school-assigned laptops/equipment are being repaired or replaced. The local quantity of 
spare laptops should be based on the bidder’s experience with these devices in other similar 
environments. 
 
It is desirable that the solution components be manageable, as much as possible, with 
network management tools – and preferably managed by the Provider. This includes 
monitoring, configuration and debugging of equipment as appropriate. SNMP-based network 
management tools are preferred. Each bidder will describe here its compliance with the 
requirements as well as any additional management capabilities included in the proposed 
solution. 
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B) Other Requirements and Information 

1. Services Provided By Other Entities 

 
The bidder will coordinate the design and deployment of the bid solution in order to 
appropriately complement and leverage services that are provided by other entities. 
Some of these items are described more fully hereafter in conjunction with the 
relevant specifications. Note that this list is not exhaustive. 
 

a. Building Preparedness – NBPMS shall ensure minimum building readiness for the 
installation of the bid solution. The school shall address structural issues, 
construction/renovation, abatement, and electrical wiring needs, based on 
specifications supplied by the Provider. The bid solution should be designed to 
minimize necessary costs of building preparation. 
 
b. Connectivity and adequate bandwidth to each school building – The district will 
provide reasonable, adequate bandwidth to NBPMS. The school currently has a T1 
connection.  Any bandwidth capacity beyond a T-1, based on anticipated traffic, will be 
assessed on an as-needed basis.  

2. School Sites 
As an aid to the bidder, Appendix C depicts the approximate distribution of students 
by school.  This data is drawn from school enrollment figures for October 2005, and 
serves only as an estimate for enrollment in future school years. 

3. Performance and Quality 
 
a. Laptop Reliability - The solution will provide laptop reliability and a service level that 

ensures no student is without a functioning laptop for more than one (1) school 
day.  

 
b. Response Time - The solution must provide services to all students and teachers 

concurrently on the wireless network with quality response time that does not hinder or 
impede effective instruction and learning in the classroom. This requirement includes the 
ability for students to browse the Internet, download files and use streaming video 
without unreasonable delay. This requirement also includes the provision that the 
solution must provide concurrent wireless services to all students and teachers in a 
manner that, as a minimum, guarantees throughput capability, from host to client, of 3 
megabits per second for files 1 megabyte or less in size 90% of the time. 

 
c. Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery - The bidder will describe any program that they 

provide to cover replacement of the infrastructure in the event of theft or loss through a 
catastrophic event. A disaster recovery plan will be developed and implemented 
by the Provider to ensure that the school’s infrastructure is restored by the 
start of next school day at 7 AM. 

 
d. Server Failure - The solution must allow server redundancy or other fallback strategy in 

the event of server failure. This will provide continued operation of the servers in the 
event of server hardware or software failure. 
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e. UPS - Servers and key infrastructure devices shall have an Uninterruptible Power Supply 

(UPS) with capacity to allow for the server to remain operative in the case of a power 
outage. This UPS should allow personnel enough time to adequately shut down the server 
or the infrastructure devices. 

 
f. Performance Metrics and Reporting - The Provider must track and record operational 

Performance and Quality metrics necessary to ensure the successful management of the 
project. Such performance metrics will be reported monthly to the designated staff. The 
reporting will include such items as incidents, laptop and system failure types, downtime, 
repair turnaround times, trends, remediation needed, unresolved issues, recommended 
improvements, and other items necessary to ensure a successful project. Bidders should 
recommend metrics for consideration by the school. 

 
g. System configuration -- System configuration must be optimized for best performance.   
 
h. ISO certification – Vendor’s equipment must be ISO 9001 2000 certified. 

4. Functional and Asset Security 
 
a. Wireless Security - The solution must protect against eavesdropping and unauthorized 

access. The solution needs to include encryption or other techniques to provide this 
assurance, which the local school may turn on or off as local policy indicates. The bidder 
must describe how its proposed solution will provide such protections. 

 
b. Authorization Control - Security must allow access to authorized users only – to only 

those resources, files, applications, and services that they are authorized to use. Security 
will be definable by an administrator both on an individual user basis and by class of user 
(teachers, students, parents, administrators, etc.). Identification of a user must be unique to 
each individual. Operating systems and the application software must have the ability to 
be restricted or locked down in an appropriate way that prevents inadvertent or deliberate 
changes in key settings and, thereby, reduces support requirements. 

 
c. Anti-virus Protection - The solution will include reasonable and sufficient anti-virus 

protection in the laptop, in any servers and in any other necessary components. Such 
protection must include timely updates. The Provider will eradicate viruses or related 
infections that infiltrate the protections provided and will assist the school in returning the 
laptops/system to its normal, stable state. 

 
d. Backups - In order to protect the solution from data loss or corruption, backup and 

recovery capabilities are required to permit regular, periodic backup of the storage 
device(s), logical drives, directories, administrative and configuration data, application 
software, and user files and to restore all of the above on demand. The ability to perform 
automatic scheduling of backup functions is desired. This should include automatic 
backup from the laptop to the server on a daily basis to prevent data loss. 
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5. Insurance, Damage, Theft and Warranty 

 
Laptops will need to be replaced occasionally for a variety of reasons that include defects, 
normal wear and tear, and accidents. Only theft and vandalism may be excluded from the 
warranty.  Defective equipment will be replaced or repaired by the Provider at no cost. 
Consistent with the requirements of this section of the RFQ, the Provider shall warranty 
against normal wear and tear and ensure the delivery of all services for the term of the 
agreement. Barring extraordinary circumstances, the Provider must ensure that the laptops 
and other solution equipment are available per the specifications in the Performance and 
Quality provisions of this RFQ. Notwithstanding the cause of any loss, the provider must 
provide replacement units in a timely manner and at a reasonable cost. 
 
The bidder shall provide an optional price schedule for an “enhanced” agreement for no-fault 
repair and replacement that school may purchase at their option and at their own expense 
from the Provider. The cost of this enhanced, no-fault warranty will not be included in the bid 
price evaluated. 
 
a. Theft - The laptop provided must incorporate security features to deter theft. This should 

include an unavoidable log-in or greeting, or similar process, which identifies the program 
and/or owner of the laptop. These security features must be operative regardless of the 
physical environment in which the laptops are found. The laptops will be used by students 
and teachers in the classroom, may be transported by teachers between school and home. 
The Provider is encouraged to include external physical markings or property tags of some 
type that provide a unique, visual appearance to identify the laptop as part of this 
program. The bidder will provide a detailed description of security features on the proposed 
laptops to deter theft.  The bidder’s description must make clear what it will provide and 
what it would require of the school. 

 
b. Asset Management - The awarded provider will supply NBPMS and MTC a complete and 

regularly updated inventory of the equipment deployed at the school site. This inventory 
will be made available in a useful, electronic format (e.g., web-based) to allow query and 
reporting capabilities and will allow for batch-uploads into the asset system. The format 
shall be subject to MTC and school approval. Site inventory updates will be provided when 
equipment updates occur. 

6. Project Logistics 
 
a. Timeline - The bidder will propose a timeline, consistent with the RFQ requirements that it 

will commit to for the implementation process commencing from approval of the 
agreement to completion of the first-year implementation. The timeline should include all 
major phases and milestones.  Delivery must be made within thirty (30) calendar days of 
receipt of the order.   

 
b. Project Staffing - An experienced, qualified, and effective project team will be identified 

and provided.   The bidder will provide a description of its project-staffing plan for all 
phases and tasks.  Deliverables for professional services including engineering, project 
management and teaching/learning specialists must be detailed including metrics for 
performance, hourly costs and a process for adjusting the composition of the project team 
if the provider does not meet performance metrics.   
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c. Coordination with NBPMS - The Provider will work with the school and its coordinator to 

determine via site surveys the local requirements necessary to implement the solution as 
well as any local change requirements and costs, and will coordinate the installation of its 
solution with the school’s changes. These local change requirements would include not only the 
basic solution but also any additions or adaptations that the school elects to implement at 
its own local cost (e.g., switches, hubs, software, hardware, adaptive devices). The 
Provider must accommodate the school schedule and needs, even if this requires some 
alteration of the Provider’s customary schedule. Such accommodation must not include any 
additional, premium or overtime charges. 

 
d. Work within NBPMS - Each bidder will succinctly describe the basic physical 

characteristics of the proposed equipment including dimensions, weights, electrical, HVAC 
and any other specifications vital to know. All required cables, wires, mounts and connectors 
will be specified by the bidder. 

 
All cabling, wiring, connectors and mounts will be installed in a manner that results in safe 
and secure facilities. No hazards will be created; any identified hazard will be pointed out to 
appropriate personnel. Installations must be performed in a manner that does not harm or 
diminish local site designs, structural integrity or – to the extent feasible -cosmetics. 
Installations will meet all prevailing local codes and governing body codes as well as 
standards of Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), Telecommunications 
Industry Association/Electronic Industry Association (TIA/EIA) and International Organization 
for Standardization/Equipment Installer’s Code (ISO/IEC) standards for cabling and wiring. 
 
e. Change Control - A change control process will be utilized. The Provider must ensure that 

system and site changes are implemented effectively, reasonably, are documented and 
scheduled and must ensure good communication with those affected by the changes, both 
before and after the change. 

 
f. Project Management Reporting - The Provider will submit on the last working day of each 

month a detailed monthly progress report to the school’s coordinator, starting with the 
first month of the Agreement. Among other things, this report must include a monthly 
summary of the performance metrics specified earlier. The Provider may be requested to 
supply additional information as warranted. 

 
g. Ongoing Improvements - Since the Commonwealth is vitally interested in investing in 

solutions which have long-life and upgradeability to provide continuing and enhanced 
capabilities over time, including migration to evolving standards, each bidder must 
describe its solution’s ability to adapt to or to incorporate improved technology. Bidders 
must fully describe how they will identify progressions in technology and integrate them 
into products previously installed at customer sites. Examples might be incorporation of the 
802.11a wireless standard, shifts in Operating Systems and laptop chip architecture. 

 
h. The school is seeking a solution that adheres to industry standards and open systems 

architectures versus proprietary solutions. Each bidder must identify whether its solution 
includes proprietary aspects and, if it does, will provide in its proposal a schedule and a 
plan for the provider’s migration to industry standards - or state that it intends to continue 
pursuing its proprietary approach.  
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VI. Required Sections of Proposal 

  A) Cover Sheet  
Bidders must complete the Cover Sheet in Appendix A1. 

  B) Executive Summary  
The Executive Summary will condense and highlight the contents of the proposal to provide 
the Selection Committee with a broad understanding of the bidder’s proposal. This will be a 
concise overview summarizing the bidder’s commitment to performing this agreement. The 
Executive Summary will include highlights of the following: 
 

 Solution and service capabilities 
 Qualifications of personnel 
 Significant features of the bidder’s approach 
 General cost summary 
 Previous relevant experience substantially similar to the requirements discussed in this 

RFQ 
 Financial stability to undertake a project of this magnitude and past financial 

experience with projects of similar size, scope, and complexity. 
 Bidder’s understanding of the problems being addressed by this RFQ, the NBPMS 

project goals and the intended results.  
 Bidder’s understanding of the solution and services as requested by MTC and NBPMS 
 Summary of how proposal meets the requirements of this RFQ and why the 

bidder is best qualified to perform the work required. 

C) Technical Proposal 

 
The Technical Proposal will include the bidder’s response to the service requirements described 
in Section IV, Scope of Work, and completion of the forms in Appendix A2.  In this section of the 
Proposal, the bidder must including the following information: 

1. Compliance with Scope of Work 

 
Bidders must provide a positive statement describing how the proposed equipment and 
services comply with the requirements given in Section V, Scope of Work. Items 1 through 3 
in the Scope of Work should be addressed by completing Appendix A2.  For the remaining 
items in the Scope of Work, bidders must format the response to directly correspond with each 
heading provided in Section V, making sure to address each item specifically and completely.  
Simply referring to enclosed literature is not acceptable. 

2. Documentation of hardware and software configurations 

 
Bidders must include listings and documentation depicting hardware and software 
configurations, features and component clusters. 

3. Availability of Systems 
Bidders must fully describe the availability of the systems (associated components and 
replacement equipment) from the manufacturers and describe any past difficulties 
encountered in obtaining equipment from its sources within its designated timelines. 
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  D) Bidder’s Qualifications and Experience   

1. Summary of Qualifications 
 
Bidders shall provide a summary that lists their previous work that is—in size, scope and 
complexity—similar to the services requested in this RFQ. The participating managers and 
staff must be identified for each project listed – along with an indication of whether these 
individuals are proposed for Massachusetts’s project. Vendors must copy the form Firm’s 
Experience with Similar Projects provided in Appendix A3 and use it to describe each 
project. The information must be provided for both the prime contractor and all 
subcontractors. 
 
The bidder will address the areas listed below. Bidders must provide narrative descriptions to 
highlight the similarities between their experience and the services requested in this RFQ. Bidder 
and subcontractor experience will be listed separately. Bidders will identify projects on which 
they gained experience in the following areas and indicate if they were the prime contractor 
or subcontractor: 
The minimum experience areas to be addressed include: 

 
 Wireless computer networks, especially in school settings 
 Grades 6-8 school projects 
 Project management, especially with multi-site projects  
 Support and maintenance of deployed systems 
 Experience maximizing student achievement with wireless networks in educational 

settings 

2. Customer References  

 
Bidders shall provide at least three customer references who can attest to the bidder’s 
qualifications and experience in each of the above areas, including the level and quality of 
service the customer reference has experienced, focusing particularly on K-12 wireless 
classroom solutions. Each customer reference must include the company name, the name of 
one or more official contacts within the company, the company address, phone number(s), 
an indication of how long the customer and the bidder have had a relationship, and a brief 
description of that relationship. MTC may contact some, all or none of these references. The 
bidder should “clear” any such contact with references in order to avoid any communications 
problems or difficulties with proprietary information, if any. 

3. Staff Qualifications 
 
The following information will be provided to describe the qualifications of the 
bidder’s staff: 
 

 Summary of relevant experience of the proposed staff. Bidder and subcontractor staff 
experience will be shown separately. 

 
 Proposed organizational chart for the project. At a minimum, the organizational chart 

shall show the names of key management staff, supervisors of major functional areas 
of the project, and the number of staff assigned to each functional area. 

 
 Description of Responsibilities for All Proposed Staff. 
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 Names and Resumes (or other summaries of the staff’s educational experience, work 
experience, certifications) of all proposed staff. 

 
 A listing of each staff’s prior engagements and description of associated 

assigned duties on similar projects –. Identify each senior staff member and 
complete for each the form Staff Experience with Similar Projects in 
Appendix A3 in order to demonstrate your staff’s experience with projects 
similar to this one. 

 
 Time Commitments of Proposed Staff (number of staff days per person over the course of 

the project). 
 
 Note that MTC reserves the right to reject any of the above proposed individuals. 

 
 Subcontracts/Subcontractors - If the bidder intends to subcontract any part of the 

bidder’s performance hereunder, state the total percentage of performance hours to be 
subcontracted; and identify each subcontractor by name, address, and telephone 
number, and provide the percentage of performance hours for each individual 
subcontractor. The bidder must describe how it will function as prime contractor and 
be held accountable for the effective deployment of the solution and the performance 
standards required under this RFQ. 

4. Contract Performance 
 
If the bidder, or any proposed subcontractor, has had a contract terminated for default during 
the past three years, all such instances must be described as required below. Termination for 
default is defined as notice to stop performance due to the bidder’s nonperformance or poor 
performance. 
 
Bidders must submit full details of all terminations for default experienced by the bidder 
during the past three years, including the other party’s name, address and telephone number. 
The response to this subsection must present the bidder’s position on the matter. 
 
If no such terminations for default have been experienced in the past three years, so declare. 
 
If at any time during the past three years, the bidder has had a contract terminated for 
convenience, nonperformance, non-allocation of funds, or any other reason, which termination 
occurred before completion of all obligations under the initial contract provisions, describe fully all 
such terminations including the name and address of the other contracting party and the 
circumstances surrounding the termination. 
 
If no such early terminations have occurred in the past three years, so declare. 
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5. Cost Proposal  
Bidders must fully complete the Cost Proposal form in Appendix A4, providing both 
purchase and lease options where indicated.   

  E) Other Provisions 

6. Authorized Respondent’s Signature and Acceptance Form 
Bidders must sign the Authorized Respondent’s Signature and Acceptance Form appended 
hereto as Attachment E.  By executing this form, bidders will provide acknowledgement of 
the following requirements: 
 

(a) A statement indicating compliance with the terms, conditions and specifications 
contained in this RFQ; and 

   
(b) That any and all data, materials and documentation submitted to MTC in response to 

this RFQ shall become MTC’s property and shall be subject to public disclosure under 
the Massachusetts Public Records Act. 

  
 BIDDERS PLEASE NOTE :  BY EXECUTING THE AUTHORIZED RESPONDENT’S 

SIGNATURE AND ACCEPTANCE FORM AND SUBMITTING A RESPONSE TO THIS 
RFQ, BIDDER CERTIFIES THAT IT (1) ACKNOWLEDGES AND UNDERSTANDS 
THE PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING MATERIALS SUBMITTED TO MTC, AS SET 
FORTH IN ATTACHMENT D HERETO, (2) AGREES TO BE BOUND BY THOSE 
PROCEDURES, AND (3) AGREES THAT MTC SHALL NOT BE LIABLE UNDER ANY 
CIRCUMSTANCES FOR THE DISCLOSURE OF ANY MATERIALS SUBMITTED TO 
MTC PURSUANT TO THIS RFQ OR UPON BIDDER’S SELECTION AS A 
CONTRACTOR.   

7. Contract 

 
MTC’s participation in the procurement process underlying this RFQ is solely as a 
facilitator between NBPMS, BPS, equipment vendors and state contracting 
authorities.  MTC’s participation in the RFQ does not render it a party to any 
contract, nor will MTC be a party to any contracts or incur any liability under any 
contracts for commodities or services entered into as a result of this RFQ.   Rather, 
at the conclusion of the RFQ process and upon evaluation of responses, a vendor 
or vendors will be selected and contracts will be entered into between the vendor 
or vendors and Operational Services Division.   
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 F) General Information 
 

1. All responses, proposals, related documentation and information submitted in 
response to this RFQ are subject to the Massachusetts Freedom of Information Law, 
M.G. L. C 66, §10, and to M.G.L. c. 4, §7(26), regarding public access to such 
documents. Any statements reserving any confidentiality or privacy rights in 
submitted responses or otherwise inconsistent with these statutes will be void and 
disregarded.  The foregoing notwithstanding, MTC has developed a set of procedures 
to deal with all documents submitted to it in response to the RFQ, and those 
procedures are set forth in Appendix D hereto.  By executing the Authorized 
Respondent’s Signature and Acceptance Form, set forth as Appendix E hereto, 
Respondent acknowledges, understands and agrees to be bound by the procedures 
set forth in Appendix D, and agrees that MTC shall not be liable under any 
circumstances for the subsequent disclosure of any materials submitted to it by 
Respondent pursuant to this RFQ and/or in connection with any contract entered into 
between Respondent and MTC as a result of the RFQ process.   

 
2. Further, any selected Respondent must recognize that in the performance 

contemplated hereunder it may become a holder of personal data (as defined in 
M.G.L. c. 66A) or other information deemed confidential by the Commonwealth.  
Respondent shall comply with the laws and regulations relating to confidentiality and 
privacy, including any rules or regulations of the MTC.  Any questions concerning 
issues of confidentiality, the submission of materials to MTC, application of the 
procedures set forth in Appendix D or any other questions related to these matters, 
please contact Matthew L. Schemmel, Esq., at MTC. 

 
3. In order to qualify as responsive, the Respondent must respond to all requirements 

of the RFQ in a complete and thorough manner.  In order to qualify as responsible, 
the Respondent must demonstrate:  (1) the necessary experience, organization, 
qualifications, skills and facilities to provide the types of Services set forth in this 
RFQ; (2) a satisfactory record of performance in the provision of the Services of the 
same or similar type set forth in this RFQ; and (3) the ability and willingness to 
comply with the requirements of Federal and State law relative to equal employment 
opportunity. 

 
4. Neither MTC nor NBPMS guarantee that any Services will be purchased pursuant to 

any agreement entered into with Respondent as a result of this RFQ.  
 

5. Unless otherwise specified in this RFQ, all communications, responses, and 
documentation must be in English, and all cost proposals or figures in U.S. currency.  
All responses must be submitted in accordance with the specific terms of this RFQ.  
Respondents should note that the procedures for handling information deemed 
sensitive by Respondent and submitted to MTC set forth in Appendix D apply only to 
hard copy documents, and are not applicable to information submitted by, among 
other methods, e-mail, facsimile or verbally.   

 
6. Respondents are prohibited from communicating directly with any employee of MTC 

except as specified in this RFQ, and no other individual Commonwealth employee or 
representative is authorized to provide any information or respond to any questions 
or inquiries concerning this RFQ. Respondents may contact the Contact Person for 
this RFQ in the event this RFQ is incomplete. 
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7. The Selection Committee may provide reasonable accommodations, including the 

provision of material in an alternative format, for qualified Respondents with 
disabilities or other hardships. Respondents requiring accommodations shall submit 
requests in writing, with supporting documentation justifying the accommodations, 
to the Leader. The Leader reserves the right to grant or reject any request for 
accommodations. 

 
8. If a Respondent is unable to meet any of the specifications required in this RFQ, the 

Respondent’s response must include an alternative method for meeting such 
specification by identifying the specification, the proposed alternative and thoroughly 
describing how the alternative achieves substantially equivalent or better 
performance to the performance required in the RFQ specification.  MTC will 
determine if a proposed alternative method of performance achieves substantially 
equivalent or better performance. 

 
9. The goal of this RFQ is to select and, for the school/district, enter into agreements 

with Respondents that provide the best value of Services to achieve the school’s 
goals. Respondents are therefore invited to propose alternatives that provide 
substantially better or more cost effective performance than achievable under a 
stated RFQ specification.  

 
10. Costs that are not specifically identified in the Respondent’s response and not 

specifically accepted by the school as part of an agreement will not be compensated 
under any agreement awarded pursuant to this RFQ.  Neither MTC, nor the school, 
shall be responsible for any costs or expenses incurred by Respondents in responding 
to this RFQ. 

 
11. The Respondent may not alter the RFQ or its components except for those portions 

intended to collect the Respondent’s response (Cost pages, etc.). Modifications to the 
body of this RFQ, specifications, terms and conditions, or which change the intent of 
this RFQ are prohibited.  Any modifications other than where the Respondent is 
prompted for a response will disqualify the bid.   

 
12. Respondent’s submitted Response shall be treated by MTC as an accurate statement 

of Respondent’s capabilities and experience.  Should any statement asserted by 
Respondent prove to be inaccurate or inconsistent with the foregoing, such 
inaccuracy or inconsistency shall constitute sufficient cause for rejection of the 
Response and/or of any resulting contract. The RFQ evaluation committee will rule 
on any such matters and will determine appropriate action. 

 
13. If MTC determines that it is necessary to revise any part of this RFQ, or if additional 

data is necessary to clarify any of its provisions, a supplement will be issued to 
prospective Respondents.  MTC’s RFQ evaluation committee reserves the right to 
amend the RFQ at any time prior to the deadline for submission of responses. 

 
14. Submitted Responses must be valid in all respects for a minimum period of ninety 

(90) days after the deadline for submission. 
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F) Responsiveness of Respondents 
 
Any proposal determined to be non-responsive to this RFQ, including instructions governing 
the submission of proposals, will be disqualified without evaluation unless the evaluation 
committee determines that the noncompliance is insubstantial.  MTC reserves the right, at 
its sole discretion, to aive minor irregularities in submittal requirements, to request 
modifications of the response, and to accept or reject any or all of the responses received.   
 
 



NBPMS One-to-One Learning Site Visit Prep 
Developing Site Questions – Project Work Group (3.2.06) 

 
Goals/Purpose 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Leadership Curriculum/Software 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Professional Development 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other Teacher Support (e.g. 
Integration Specialists) 

Hardware 

Wireless Network 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Laptop Policies/Monitoring Home Use 

Facilities (electrical, safety, 
security) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Parent Support/Outreach Internet Safety 

Peripherals 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Support/Help Desk Sustainability  

 
 



 

 
 

New Boston Pilot Middle School 
Wireless Learning Initiative 

Invitation to Join the Summer Curriculum Work Group 
June 8, 2006 

 
 
What is the Summer Curriculum Workgroup? 
Teachers participating in the summer curriculum workgroup will collaborate 
with a facilitator as they develop an index of web-based resources and 
software aligned to the “Target Document” outcomes.  This index will help 
teachers next year as they prepare to use laptops with students in all content 
areas and all grade levels.  
 
What it takes? 
Workgroup members should have a solid 
foundation in their content.  Teachers who 
have served as a Lead Facilitator or 
participated actively in the development of 
their content area Target Document will be 
accepted first (but we do have space for 
interested teachers).  
 
When is it? 
The curriculum workgroup will meet 
Wednesday and Thursday August 9th-10th 
OR August 16th-17th (9 a.m. – 3 p.m.).   
 
Participants may attend either week or both. 
 
What you get? 
Teachers will receive 10 contact hour PDPs per session and a curriculum 
stipend.  
 
How you get involved? 
If you are interested, please email Deb Socia at dsocia@bostonk12.ma.us no 
later than June 15, 2006.   
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 



Request for Vendor Demonstrations

Levels of Participation

Level 1– Showcase (1 day)
Display hardware and software options during a one-day showcase event in
March.  A representative would be available for demonstrations and Q & A.

Level 2 – Sample Project (3–5 days)
Collaborate on teacher-planned projects using sample hardware and software.
A representative would be available for 5 hours of consultation and would 
provide appropriate software/hardware sample package according to teachers’
needs.

Level 3 – Long-Term Project (1 month)
Provide software/hardware package for trial use over extended time period.
A representative would be available for 10 hours of consultation.

New Boston Pilot Middle School 
One-to-One Learning Initiative

To apply, please prepare a one-page proposal based upon the criteria
outlined above.  Submit within 15 business days by email to:

Deb Socia, NBPMS Principal
dsocia@boston.k12.ma.us

http://nbms.classdrive.net/

The New Boston Pilot Middle School (NBPMS) in Dorchester, Massachusetts, serves
children in grades six through eight and  is currently in the planning process for imple-
menting a 1:1 laptop project for 700 students beginning in the fall of 2006.

NBPMS is seeking proposals from vendors to provide demmonstration hardware/soft-
ware at the school site beginning in March 2006. The purpose of these demonstra-
tions is to help staff and stakeholders make informed decisions about the use of mobile
computing devices in the classroom 

NBPMS will issue a formal RFP in the spring of 2006 for vendors interested in supply-
ing mobile computing devices for the fall 2006 school laptop project.



Program 

Location & 

Name

Outcomes

Manatee 

County, 

Florida

Professional Competency: Provide Intensive, Targeted, and Sustained Technology Integration Training and 

Professional Development Opportunities for Teachers

1) Provide  teachers in operating systems and applications training.

2) Develop effective standards- driven  technology integration lessons, activities, and units

3) Develop and implement best practices for managing technology in the classroom

4) Provide intensive, dynamic professional development opportunity

EDGE 

(Education 

through 

Dynamic 

Global 

Experience) 

Community 

2005

Learning Environment: Introduce and incorporate Research-based Instructional Methods and/or Best Practices 

Stratiegies

1) Develop and implement reading components into technology-based activities across that content areas

2) Develop best practices for implementing technology based productivity tools to support teaching and learning

3) Design and implement a progress monitoring system for tracking progress and leading to data driven decision making

4) Design and implement communication and collaboration plan for sharing, research, and best practices

Technology Capacity: Acquire modern Instructional technologies and/or Expand New Applications of Technology to 

support School Reform Efforts and Promote Equitable Access to technology

1) Create a hardware /software installed base- (order, receive, inventory, and image computers) and provide online access and 

connectivity at home and school.

2) Implement a plan for technical support from school support personnel to ensure assistance with hardware, software, and 

connectivity

3) Implement a plan for distribution and participant orientation

4) Ensure participants within the system are technology ready and implement policies and procedures for the successful 

continuation of the project

Technology Capacity: Increase access to software or systems targeting specific subject/area- Reading, English/ 

Writing/ Literature, Mathematics, and Science

1) Purchase and distribute proven applications that support student achievement

2) Investigate new software packages available for improving reading.

Accoutability: Use successful  research-based models to drive project design and implementation

1) Design research-based document for project design

2) Design implementation portfolios for teachers

3) Train Teachers to implement a student portfolio system

4) Implement the district monitoring system

http://www.manatee.k12.fl.us/IT/GRANT2004/GrantWeb/finalreport/FinalReport_03-04-EETT.htm   



Program 

Name & 

Location

Outcomes

Model Laptop 

Program
A collaborative and technology-rich school culture.

East Rock 

Magnet 

School

Meaningful opportunities for professional growth.

New Haven, 

CT
Continuous improvement in student achievement

An integrated and challenging curriculum based on state standards.

http://eastrock.org/mlaptop.htm

Program 

Name & 

Location

Outcomes

Laptop 

Notebook 

Project

Year 1: Focused on Attitudinal Effect 

• The project had increased student use of computers for academic purposes, both at home and at school.

• Teacher use of computers increased as a result of the laptop project.

• Students, as well as parents and teachers, involved in the project felt that the laptops were an important tool in the 

educational process.

• The laptops were perceived as making a difference in academic outcomes, more in some subjects and skill areas 

than in others.

Beaufort 

County 

School 

District, SC

Year 2: Focused on Academic Outcomes

• Using a nationally standardized achievement test, test scores of the 1997/98 seventh graders who were completing 

the second year of using the laptops in their respective school settings were studied and compared to those of their 

peers not using the laptops. 

• In addition, the pre-project fifth grade scores (1996) of both groups (laptop and non-laptop users) were compared 

to determine if differences existed before laptops were introduced. 

• Finally, an ancillary analysis was done to see if school attendance related to use of laptops.

http://www.beaufort.k12.sc.us/district/ltopeval.html



Program 

Name & 

Locaation

Outcomes

Teaching & 

Learning 

Initiative

Challenges

Improve test scores and overall academic achievement

Enhance quality of educational content

Engage students, raise graduation rates

Henrico 

County 

School 

District, 

Richmond, VA

Benefits

Higher levels of academic achievement in core subject areas

Attendance rates are up; dropout rate is lowest on record

Students are better organized, able to track assignments easily

Access to technology at home raises parent involvement

http://www.apple.com/education/profiles/henrico1/

Program 

Name & 

Location

Outcomes

Freedom to 

Learn: 

Michigan 

Students 

Unplugged

GOAL 1:  Enhance student learning and achievement in core academic subjects with an emphasis on developing the 

knowledge and skills requisite to the establishment of a 21st century workforce in Michigan. 

Michigan
GOAL 2:  Provide greater access to equal educational opportunities statewide through ubiquitous access to technology. 

GOAL 3:  Foster effective use of the wireless technology through systematic professional development for teachers, 

administrators and staff. 

GOAL 4:  Empower parents and caregivers with the tools to become more involved in their child's education. 

GOAL 5:  Support innovative structural changes in participating schools and sharing of best practices the creation of 

human networks among Program participants.  

http://wireless.mivu.org/

Program 

Name & 

Location

Outcomes

Bloomfield 

Public 

Schools, CT

Our challenge is to prepare students for a rapidly changing, information centered world.  We want our students to be 

motivated to continue life-long learning, to have access to new knowledge and to work cooperatively with others.

By themselves, even the most sophisticated technologies cannot improve learning or thinking.  Rather, educators, 

aided by technology, can create learning environments that support higher order thinking and constructive learning.

http://www.blmfld.org/page.cfm?p=685



Program 

Name & 

Location

Outcomes

One-to-One 

in Ten 
Increase the engagement of students in their schoolwork

NYC Lower rates of absenteeism and decrease disciplinary problems

Region 10
Teach 21st Century literacy skills--the new learning, communicating, and thinking skills of the Information Age--as well 

as general technology skills

Develop the teaching skills of participating teachers

Increase parental involvement and satisfaction

Improve student achievement, particularly literacy, across all core curriculum areas as demonstrated in a significant 

rise in standardized test scores

http://www.nysia.org/special_features/article.cfm?pid=193

Program 

Name & 

Location

Outcomes

Maine 

Learning 

Technology 

Initiative & 

Apple 1 to 1 

Learning

1) increase in student engagement, 2) higher attendance rates, 3) fewer discipline issues, 4) overall improved 

academic performance

http://www.mainelearns.org/   &  http://www.apple.com/education/k12/onetoone/research.html

Program 

Name & 

Location

Outcomes

Laptop 

Immersion 

Program

First Year Benefits:

• Engaged and focused students 

• A passion for learning -- teachers and students 

• Diverse learning styles and needs met 

• Enhanced teamwork 

• Immediate access to a wealth of resources through the Internet 

• A different (more excited, creative) attitude in students 

• Student mastery of computer technology

Harvest Park 

Middle 

School, CA

Indicators of Student Learning: The program evaluation data included Grade Point Averages (GPAs), End-of-Course 

Grades, District Writing Assessment Results for sixth and eighth grade students, results of the Standardized Testing 

and Reporting (STAR) Norm-Referenced Test (NRT--CAT/6) and California Standards Tests in English-language arts and 

mathematics.

http://www.pleasanton.k12.ca.us/pub/EvaluationReports/LaptopImm_Eval2004.pdf



Program 

Name & 

Location

Outcomes

Changes in Student Learning: Laptop students are better writers.

Microsoft 

Laptop 

Program

Laptop students outperform their non-laptop peers in all four scored areas of a writing assessment -- content, 

organization, language/voice/style, and mechanics -- scored blind by an independent team of researchers.  For the 

third year, teachers report that access to laptops has improved student writing. Students themselves report that 

computers allow them to write better and do more extensive editing.

Changes in Student Learning: Laptops encourage collaboration among students.

Laptop students work in groups several times a week on average compared to a few times a month before laptops 

were introduced in their classrooms. Laptop students assume a greater variety of roles in the learning process -- 

students teach students, students teach teachers as well as do more exploration on their own.

Changes in Student Learning: Laptop students are more confident in their computer skills.

80 percent of teachers report that since introducing laptops in their classrooms students more often explore topics 

on their own and work on long projects. Students report that using computers increases pride in their work, allows 

them to turn in better projects, motivates them to work longer and harder, enables research, helps organize work 

and develop skills needed in college or the workforce. Laptop students most strongly agree with the statement 

"Computers help me improve the quality of my school work." Non-laptop students most strongly agree with "I 

enjoy playing games on computers."

Changes in Teaching Practicee: Laptops are a catalyst for teachers to use more constructivist teaching.

Laptop teachers showed statistically significant change toward teaching practices that put students at the center of 

learning, use discussion rather than lecture, encourage student-led inquiry and emphasize thinking skills. 90 

percent of laptop teachers use more activities that empower students to teach each other, rather than relying 

solely on the teacher for direction. More than 80 percent (four out of five) of teachers, whether they use a laptop 

or not, report that computers play a role in their increased use of constructivist pedagogy. 100 percent of teachers 

credit computers for enabling them to evaluate student products rather than just tests.

Changes in Teaching Practice: Laptop teachers feel more empowered in their classrooms.

Laptop teachers have a greater sense of control over their classroom instruction and management of student 

learning. Laptop teachers use computers far more often in a wider variety of learning activities than non-laptop 

peers. Their students use computers more often for data analysis (77 percent vs. 5 percent), presentations (59 

percent vs. 16 percent), writing (72 percent vs. 21 percent) and research (85 percent vs. 35 percent). Laptop 

teachers also have greater confidence in using technology tools like word processing, e-mail, and the Internet.

Standardized Test Scores

Gathering test scores for students was a major hurdle due to inconsistencies that prevented a comparison across 

school sites. Results from standardized tests were inconclusive.

http://www.microsoft.com/Education/AALResearch3.mspx






